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INTRODUCTION

Ground geophysical work, consisting of electromagnetic

surveys and a magnetometer survey, was carried out on two claim

groups, located in Boot Bay, Lac des Miles Lacs Area, during

March and April 1979. The electromagnetic survey was not com-

pleted over claim group liB", due to an instrument break down

but it planned to cover the remainder of this group in September

1979, at the same time as the conductors outlined on group "A"

are tested by trenching and diamond drilling.

PROPERTY AND LOCATION

The property consists of two separate claim groups totalling

29 unpatented claims. Property "A", includes 20 cLa i.ms and

property "B", consists of 9 claims. They are more precisely
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described as follows:-

Group "A"

Claim No. Status Approx. Acres

Unpatented 40
" 40
" 40
" 40
" 40
" 40
" 40
" 40
" 40
" 40

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

" 40
" 40
" 40

Total acres 800

TBS160l
TBS1602
TBS1603
TBS1604
TB5l60S
TBS1606
TB5l607
TB5l608
TB5l609
TB5l6l0
TB5l6ll
TB5l6l2
TB5l6l3
TB5l6l4
TB5l6l5
TB5l6l6
TB5l6l7
TBS16l8
TB5l6l9
TBS1620

Group liB"

Claim No. Status Approx. Acres

TBS16874 Unpatented 40
TB5l6875 " 40
TB5l6876 " 40
TB5l6877 " 40
TB5l6878 " 40
TBS16879 " 40
TB5l6880 " 40
TB5l688l " 40
TBS16882 " 40

Total acres 360

SURVEY METHOD AND PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The horizontal loop electromagnetic survey employed the
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Apex Maxmin 11 electromagnetic instrument operated in the

horizontal coil configuration with a transmitter-receiver

separation of 328 feet. Readings of the in-phase and out-of-

phase components of the resultant field at 1777 Hz and 444 Hz

were recorded at station intervals of 100 feet and 50 feet,

where greater detail was required. Grid lines were established

at 400 feet spacings. The ideal profile of the electromagnetic

readings over a conductive body forms a curve with positive

shoulders as the conductor is approached and a negative trough

over the conductor. Both the in-phase and out-of-phase response

show the same general curve over a conductor except in areas of

deep conductive overburden. In the latter setting phase rota-

tion phenomena can alter the ideal type response over a bedrock

conductive body. The ratio between the in-phase and out-of-

phase response over a conductive zone provides a qualitative

indication of the conductivity of a conductor as does the geo-

physical response at different frequencies. Conductivity
thickness determinations (mhos) provide a quantitative method

for comparing the degree of conductivity. In general, the

ratio of the in-phase to out-of-phase response increases as the

conductivity of the underlying body increases and a ratio of 1.0

or greater is considered to be typical of the response generated
by a massive sulfide body.

The electromagnetic responses as plotted on the accompany-

ing map are not corrected for topographic variations.

The magnetometer survey employed the Geo Metrics Model G8l6

portable proton magnetometer, measuring the total intensity of
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the earth's magnetic field within an accuracy of plus or minus

one gamma. The magnetic responses as plotted on the a::::company-

lng maps, are corrected for diurnal variation and instJ~ument

drift, and are contoured at appropriate intervals. Magnetic

base stations were established at reqular intervals so that base

station readings were made approximately every 30 minutes.

The magnetic surveys and electromagnetic surveys at 1777 Hz

and 444 Hz are plotted on separate maps at a scale of one inch

equals 200 feet. The electromagnetic readings are plotted in

profile at a scale of one inch equals 20%.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS OF ~HE GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM

The electromagnetic survey over group "A", as plotted on

the accompanying maps, outlines 5 conductors with geophysical

characteristics consistent with the responses over concentrations

of sulfide minerals. The bedrock source of all of the conductors

is concealed by overburden.

The following is a brief description and interpretation of

the conductors along with recommendations for follow up explor-
ation:-

Group "A"

Conductor A

Conductor "A", is a moderate to strong

conductor with geophysical responses typically

due to massive sulfide concentrations at a depth

in excess of 50 feet. The conductor axis coin-

cides with a magnetic anomaly showing a maximum
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relief of 2700 gammas above background. It

has a length of 2000 feet, attains a maximum

width of 60 feet and appears to dip steeply

north.

Conductor B

This conductor is detected over a length

of 1000 feet but appears to extend beyond the

claim group boundary. It coincides with a

magnetic anomaly showing a maximum relief of

1900 garnrnasabove background. The conductive

source attains a maximum thickness of approx-

imately 50 feet and appears to dip steeply

north.

The conductor is typical of the response

caused by concentrations of massive suI fides

at moderate depth.

Conductor C

This conductor is detected on one line

(L4W) only but because of its proximity to

the edge of the grid it could extend for a

greater len~th beyond the grid area than 18

indicated by the survey. It has an apparent

width of 15 feet. Interpretation concerning

lensth, dip, strike and depth of burial will

require additional ~eophysical work.

Conductor D

This 1S a moderate tQ weak conductor,

detected over a lenath of 1000 feet but
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probably has a greater strike length since

it appears to extend beyond the grid system.

It attains a maXlmum width of 50 feet and

appears to have a near vertical dip. It is

coincident with a dipole magnetic anomaly

and is consistent with a sulfide source at

a d~pth of around 40 feet.

Conductor E

This is a weak out-of-phase conductor,

and is considered to be a low priority

exploration taraet.

Claim Group "B"

Electromagnetic work on claim group 11 B" .r

was not completed due to an instrument break-

down and spring breakup. Approximately two

thirds of the claim area remains to be surveyed

but as an economy measure it is planned to

complete this work in September 1979 when follow

up drilling is proposed for the conductors out-

lined on group "A".

The magnetometer survey was completed over

the entire claim group. It outlines an isolated

magnetic anomaly under the north central portion

of the property but the significance of this

feature will not be understood until the electro-

magnetic survey has been completed.
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RECOHMENDATIONS

It is recommended that conductors A,B,C and D, be investi-

gated to determine their source. Conductors A and D, appear to

lie at considerable depth under overburden and investigation

will probably require diamond drilling. Conductor B, appears to

be shallower and could possibly be investigated by trenching.

Additional electromagnetic and magnetometer work should be carried

out to better determine the extent of conductors C and B. Con-

ductor E, does not appear to warrant follow up investigation

because of its poor conductivity and small size.

Respectfully Submitted
/0.', ,J ~. '. .. "".-.---- - --A-(,,,/1 ... . '. j........../ /

.{ £., L. (.;, c;:t:':rbr:Z. . - !
E. W. Baz in~t, P .'"-E.Qg':
Designated Consultani.

Timmins, Ontario.
May 15, 1979.
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